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The capabilities of a facility, brought into service to collect data on m
hydrodynamic (MHD) effects, pertinent to liquid-metal-cooled fusion
blankets, are presented. The facility, design to extend significant
existing data base on liquid metal MHD, employs eutectic NaK as the
fluid in a room-temperature closed loop. The instrumentation system is
of collecting detailed data on pressure, voltage, and velocity distribut
any axial position within the base of a 2 Tesla conventional magnet. Th
magnetic field distribution can be uniform or varying with either rapid
spatial variations.

Recent blanket studies have demonstrated that MHD presents a critical
bility issue for liquid-metal, self-cooled blankets for tokamaks. A
successful dessigns have been developed, using available theory and c
liquid metal MHD, a number of uncertainties, related to MHD effects,
unresolved. The main sources of the uncertainties are: a) lack of data
to validate analytical techniques at parameter values approaching thos<
exist in the reactor blanket, and b) lack of analytical techniques, cap.
treating flows in conduits of complex geometry, such as bends, man
orifices, etc. To put the blanket design calculations on a more firm f
and to improve the level of understanding of the details of MHD flows <
apply to magnetically confined fusion blankets, on experimental progi
planned and is being carried out at Argonne National Laboratory.

The experimental program is carried out in a facility capable of at
maximum Hartmann numbers (M), and interaction parame! : (N) in the Ti
10^-10^. Such a capability represents an improvemei of one to two
of magnitude over what is currently available, and it close to the r.
10^-10^ that these parameters attain in the reactor blanket. The f;
has been designed so that the experimental program will represent much mo:
a mere extension of the N and M ranges. What is more important is tt
program is aimed towards measurement of detailed flow structure character:
This is of fundamental importance because existing theories predict urn
tional velocity profiles with high velocity well jets and low velocit
regions, in the cases where 3-D effects become dominant. Since 3-D effei
virtually unavoidable in the blanket, and because the flow profiles
strong influence on heat transfer and corrosion rates, data validating e:
theories are indispensible to design efforts seeking to either minimize <
advantage of such effects.

Major loop components include a test section, heat exchanger, dump tank,
filters, flow meters, control valves, variable speed motor drive, and a i
The NaK-78 represents an optinum trade-off between favorable MHD-related
properties and considerations related to the ability of obtaining local vt
measurements, using state-of-the-art instrumentation. The latter diet
near-room-temperature working fluid. Nominal loop operating ranges are gi
Table 1.

The experiments which will be conducted during the first phase of the pi
and the associated test articles and magnetic field configurations ar<
cussed, as is the companion analytical effort needed to plan the exper
and interpret the data.



Table 1. Nominal Loop Parameters

Working fluid

NaK flowrate

Pump discharge pressure

NaK temperature

Magnet field strength

Pole face dimensions

Pole face gap

NaK-78 (eutectic)

-̂ .15 to ^ 25 1/s (-v2 to a, 400 gpm)

.76 MPa (110 psig), Max.

27 °C (80 °F), nominal

2.0 T (initial)
2.5 T (upgrade)

0.76 m wide x 1.83 m long

15.3 cm (initial)
20.3 cm (upgrade)


